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ABSTRACT
Many studies have highlighted the importance of recurving tropical cyclones (TCs) in triggering Rossby waves.
This study investigates the impact of western North Pacific (WNP), south Indian Ocean, and North Atlantic
recurving TCs on the amplitude and frequency of synoptic-scale Rossby wave packets (RWPs) over a 30-yr
period. The results indicate a significant increase of RWP frequency downstream of WNP and south Indian
Ocean TCs. A statistically significant RWP amplitude anomaly downstream of these TCs suggests that RWPs,
which are associated with TCs, are stronger than those that generally occur in midlatitudes. North Atlantic TCs do
not seem to be associated with a statistically significant increase in RWP frequency and amplitude downstream.
Processes that contribute to Rossby wave amplification are identified by creating composites for WNP TCs
with and without downstream development. Potential vorticity, eddy kinetic energy, and quasigeostrophic
forcing diagnostics highlight dynamical mechanisms that contribute to the synergistic interaction between the
TC and the midlatitude flow. The existence of an upstream Rossby wave favors a downstream development.
Diabatically enhanced upper-level divergent flow that can be attributed to the nonlinear interaction between
the TC and the midlatitude flow impedes the eastward propagation of the upstream trough, amplifies the
downstream ridge, and intensifies the jet. The amplified midlatitude flow provides upper-level forcing, which
helps to maintain the predominantly diabatically driven divergent flow.
Forecast uncertainties that are related to these complex TC–midlatitude flow interactions may spread into
downstream regions. A climatological analysis of ensemble reforecast data emphasizes the importance of TC–
midlatitude flow interactions and Rossby wave amplification on downstream predictability.

1. Introduction
Tropical cyclones (TCs) that recurve and undergo
extratropical transition (ET; Jones et al. 2003) interact
with the midlatitude flow and may modify the
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extratropical flow pattern. Numerical studies in a barotropic framework, full-physics numerical experiments,
and observational case studies showed that this modification can be associated with the excitation of Rossby
waves (e.g., Nieto Ferreira and Schubert 1999; AgustiPanareda et al. 2004; Riemer et al. 2008; Harr and Dea
2009; Riemer and Jones 2010; Scheck et al. 2011a;
Grams et al. 2013b). Recent climatological studies by
Archambault et al. (2013, 2015) and Torn and Hakim
(2015) confirmed these findings. They showed that recurving western North Pacific (WNP) and North Atlantic TCs are followed by a significant amplification of
the meridional flow in downstream regions. This amplification indicates that recurving WNP TCs as well as
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recurving North Atlantic TCs are associated with
downstream Rossby wave dispersion.
The dispersion of Rossby waves into downstream regions has the ability to cause surface cyclogenesis
(Agusti-Panareda et al. 2004; Cordeira and Bosart 2010)
or high-impact weather events such as severe precipitation (e.g., Martius et al. 2008; Grams et al. 2011;
Grams and Blumer 2015). Furthermore, initial perturbations and ET-related forecast uncertainties tend to
grow and spread into downstream regions in connection
with the development of midlatitude Rossby wave
packets (RWPs) (e.g., Harr et al. 2008; Reynolds et al.
2009; Anwender et al. 2010; Pantillon et al. 2013).
Hence, it is of interest to investigate the excitation and
modification of Rossby waves through TCs over various
ocean basins in order to quantify how and to what extent
recurving TCs impact the weather patterns in downstream regions.
A key factor for the modification of the extratropical
flow pattern through a transitioning TC is the reduction
of potential vorticity (PV) through diabatic processes
and upper-level divergent flow that impinges on the
midlatitude waveguide (e.g., Riemer et al. 2008; Hodyss
and Hendricks 2010; Torn 2010; Archambault et al.
2015; Torn et al. 2015). Negative PV advection by the
divergent flow deflects PV contours poleward and
strengthens the meridional PV gradient, which results
in a downstream ridge amplification and a jet streak
intensification, respectively. The ridge amplification and
jet streak intensification may result in the development
of a RWP that disperses eddy kinetic energy downstream (e.g., Harr and Dea 2009; Keller et al. 2014).
The upper-level divergent flow and the downstream
ridge amplification can slow down the eastward propagation of an upstream trough so that the TC may phase
favorably with the trough (Atallah and Bosart 2003;
Riemer et al. 2008) and reach a location where the
transitioning TC can impact the midlatitude flow most
significantly (Riemer and Jones 2010). The phasing between the leading edge of this trough and the TC has
considerable implications on the TC itself as well as on
the downstream development (Ritchie and Elsberry
2007; Grams et al. 2013b). Under favorable conditions,
the TC may reintensify as an extratropical low pressure
system and/or excite a pronounced midlatitude Rossby
wave. A shift of the TC on the order of 100 km relative to
the upstream trough may result in a decay of the TC and
no significant midlatitude wave amplification (Grams
et al. 2013b).
At later stages of the interaction, the balanced cyclonic circulation of the decaying TC amplifies the
downstream ridge through poleward advection of low
PV air (Riemer et al. 2008). At the same time, the
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anticyclonic wind field associated with the downstream
ridge and the outflow anomaly of the TC contributes to a
deepening of a downstream trough. This way, an upperlevel ridge–trough couplet extends downstream and
cyclogenesis events may occur as part of the downstream
development (e.g., Riemer et al. 2008; Archambault
et al. 2013; Grams et al. 2013b).
In this study, we identify synoptic-scale RWPs as objects downstream of WNP, North Atlantic, and south
Indian Ocean recurving TCs. The identification of
RWPs enables us to compare their frequency and amplitude downstream of TCs to climatological values of
these quantities. The identification approach and the
statistical evaluation of the significance of RWP frequency and amplitude anomalies downstream of
recurving TCs differ to the studies by Archambault et al.
(2015) and Torn and Hakim (2015). Based on
recurvature-relative composite Hovmöller diagrams of
the 250-hPa meridional wind, Archambault et al. (2015)
concluded that WNP TCs tend to be associated with a
statistically significant amplified RWP compared to climatology that persists for approximately 10 days. By
comparing RWPs downstream of TCs to RWPs downstream of extratropical cyclones, Torn and Hakim
(2015) showed that RWPs associated with WNP TCs
exhibit a greater peak amplitude than RWPs associated
with extratropical cyclones during winter (November–
March). In addition, RWPs associated with WNP TCs
tend to propagate farther downstream relative to RWPs
related to midlatitude cyclones in winter and fall
(August–October). In contrast, RWPs downstream of
North Atlantic TCs have a weaker amplitude than
RWPs associated with midlatitude cyclones and do not
propagate as far downstream (Torn and Hakim 2015).
Hence, Torn and Hakim (2015) concluded that WNP
TCs lead on average to a longer-lasting and higheramplitude downstream response compared to extratropical cyclones, while the reverse can be observed over
the North Atlantic.
Both Archambault et al. (2015) and Torn and Hakim
(2015) created a subset of recurving TCs to further investigate processes that are relevant for the midlatitude
flow amplification. By creating a subset based on the
magnitude of negative PV advection by the irrotational
wind associated with the TC, Archambault et al. (2015)
showed that TCs with a strong upper-level divergent
flow amplify a preexisting RWP that disperses downstream across the North Pacific to North America. The
importance of a preexisting RWP for the downstream
flow evolution is confirmed by Torn and Hakim (2015)
who investigate subsets based on the existence or nonexistence of an upstream trough. They conclude that
TCs that interact with a preexisting midlatitude trough
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FIG. 1. Best tracks of (a) WNP TCs and (b) south Indian Ocean TCs that fulfill the criteria given in section 2a
(source: International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship). Circles denote the position of each TC at
recurvature time. Circles are colored by decade: 1980–89 (black), 1990–99 (red), and 2000–10 (blue). The
yellow line gives the mean recurving track (T 2 48 to T 1 96 h) and the yellow star denotes the mean
recurvature point.

are associated with a higher-amplitude downstream response than TCs that do not interact with an upstream
trough. In this study, we present subsets for WNP TCs
with and without downstream development. Despite
this complementary approach we obtain quite similar
results that corroborate the findings of the two previous
climatological investigations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, we describe the dataset and methods we
used. Section 3 presents a climatology of RWPs
downstream of WNP, south Indian Ocean, and North
Atlantic recurving TCs. In section 4, we investigate the
synoptic conditions for WNP recurving TCs with and
without a downstream Rossby wave development in a
composite view using PV advection diagnostics, eddy
kinetic energy analysis, and quasigeostrophic forcing
diagnostics. A climatological investigation of forecast
uncertainty downstream of recurving TCs in section 5 is
followed by a summary and discussion of the results in
section 6.

2. Dataset and methodology
a. Tropical cyclone dataset
In this study, we focus on recurving WNP and North
Atlantic TCs in the period June–November 1980–2010
and on recurving south Indian Ocean TCs in the period December–April 1980–2010. The 6-hourly (0000,
0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC) TC positions are retrieved
from the IBTrACS-WMO best track database (Knapp
et al. 2010), which contains data from the Regional

Specialized Meteorological Centers (RSMCs). We use
the time at which a TC recurved as the reference time
(i.e., T 1 0 day) for the most part of the following investigations. The TC recurvature criteria used in this
study match the criteria used in a climatology of WNP
TCs by Burroughs and Brand (1973). We consider only
those TCs that were designated as an extratropical cyclone during their life cycle (cf. Klein et al. 2002; Jones
et al. 2003; Archambault et al. 2013). In total, 280 out of
656 (42.7%) WNP TCs (Fig. 1a), 124 out of 428 (29.0%)
North Atlantic TCs (not shown), and 114 out of 413
(27.6%) south Indian Ocean TCs (Fig. 1b) fulfill these
criteria in the selected time period. It should be noted
here that the given percentage of south Indian Ocean
TCs might not represent the actual value. Griffin and
Bosart (2014) identified several inconsistencies in the
dataset for this ocean basin.

b. Identification of Rossby wave packets
We use the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis
(ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011) at 18 horizontal resolution to identify RWPs and to analyze the synoptic evolution from a composite perspective. A Hilbert transform
filtering technique enables us to identify the RWPs.
By applying the filtering technique to the meridional
wind along a latitude circle, Zimin et al. (2003) extracted
the envelope of synoptic-scale RWPs. This technique
has the advantage that, once certain thresholds have
been chosen, large datasets can be screened automatically (Glatt et al. 2011). Since we investigate meridional averages of the wave packet envelope for the most
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part we adhere here to the technique described in
Zimin et al. (2003) and do not use the refined method of
Zimin et al. (2006).
To identify RWPs we compute the envelope of the
250-hPa meridional wind. The Hilbert transform
eliminates the phase variation in longitude so that
northerly and southerly winds do not cancel in a composite view. In a first step, we compute the Fourier
transform of the meridional wind along a latitude circle. Second, we apply an inverse Fourier transform to a
selected band (0 , kmin # k # kmax ) of the positive
wavenumber half of the Fourier spectrum. This enables
us to restrict the zonal wavenumber range to the synoptic range (kmin 5 5, kmax 5 15). Third, the RWP envelope along a full-latitude circle is computed by the
modulus of the inverse Fourier transform. We repeat
the above steps for each latitude circle in 18 steps. The
concatenation of the one-dimensional envelope for
each latitude circle from the equator to the pole finally
yields the two-dimensional RWP envelope E over an
entire hemisphere. The RWP envelope E exhibits large
values in regions with a strong meridional flow component and small values in regions with a mainly zonally oriented flow.
We identify the RWPs as single objects by keeping the
envelope E only in those regions where it exceeds
a threshold value t. Following Glatt and Wirth (2014)
t is defined as t 5 t* 3 E, where t* is a dimensionless
number and E denotes the hemispheric average of E at a
given time. The usage of a threshold relative to the
hemispheric average of E allows us to account for the
seasonal variation of the meridional wind. In this study,
we apply t* 5 3. 2, which is in the range of 3 # t* # 4 that
was suggested by Glatt and Wirth (2014). Finally, a
meridional average between 208 and 808N/S yields for
each time a one-dimensional field varying in longitude
only. This meridional average excludes the tropics and
the poles from further consideration, but ensures that
the entire extratropics are included.

c. Compositing technique and statistical evaluation
To investigate the modifications of RWP amplitude
and frequency downstream of recurving TCs we apply
the Hilbert transform filtering technique in 6-hourly
time intervals from 7 days prior to 10 days after all TC
recurvatures in the period 1980–2010. Finally, we
make a Hovmöller composite temporally centered on
the recurvature time. This Hovmöller composite will
be referred to as a ‘‘recurvature-relative composite’’
hereafter. We choose not to composite the data on a
central longitude since this would amplify the results
of our recurvature-relative composite artificially in
comparison to climatology and in comparison to the
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randomly created composites of the Monte Carlo
approach.
The mean RWP frequency Fi,t and the mean RWP
amplitude E^i,t defined as
1
Fi,t 5
Nc

å
c

Mic,t

and

E^i,t 5

å Eci,t
c

å Mic,t

(1)

c

are investigated in the following. Here Nc denotes the
number of cases, and Mic,t is a mask at the data point (i, t)
in the longitude–time Hovmöller diagram for case c that
is set to 1 if the envelope Eci,t . 0. This means that the
RWP amplitude is only calculated if a RWP is first
identified so that it is independent of the RWP
frequency.
Following Scherrer et al. (2006), we investigate the
statistical significance of the results via a Monte Carlo
approach. We create 1000 random Hovmöller composites of the RWP frequency and amplitude. Each of the
composites consists of 280 (WNP), 114 (south Indian
Ocean), and 124 (North Atlantic) cases that are centered on a randomly chosen date so that the composites
contain data with and without TCs. Each date is composed of a randomly chosen year out of the period 1980–
2010 and a randomly chosen day and month from a
14-day period around each recurvature that is incorporated
in the recurvature-relative composite. By choosing the
day from a range of days around each recurvature we
account for the seasonal variability in the random
composites. Finally, we determine the upper and lower
5% percentiles of the Monte Carlo composites and
define those values of the recurvature-relative composite
as statistically significant that either exceed or fall below
these percentiles.

d. Flow decomposition
The initiation, amplification, and downstream propagation of a Rossby wave can be explained by the advection of PV anomalies through the winds induced by
the circulation anomalies themselves (Hoskins et al.
1985). On isentropic levels, PV is conserved following
adiabatic and frictionless motion. Thus, in regions where
diabatic processes and friction are negligible the evolution of the upper-level PV can be attributed to the advection of PV along the isentropic surfaces. We quantify
the contributions of the nondivergent circulation associated with the inner core of the TC, the nondivergent
midlatitude flow, and the upper-level divergent flow to
the Rossby wave amplification through advective processes by performing a Helmholtz partition of the flow
on isentropic surfaces from 320 to 360 K at 5-K intervals.
This approach follows the analysis in Riemer et al.
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(2008) and Riemer and Jones (2010), but for the purposes of this study we limit the analysis to using vorticity
inversion instead of PV inversion.
(i) The circulation associated with the inner core of
the TC is identified as the relative vorticity within a
fixed radius around the TC center, which is defined
as the minimum in mean sea level pressure. A
successive overrelaxation method enables us to
compute the rotational wind vcTC induced by the
relative vorticity zTC . We tested the results for
various radii around the TC center and chose a
radius of 600 km for which an adequate distinction
between the cyclonic inner core circulation and the
surrounding flow features (e.g., the anticyclonic TC
outflow anomaly) was possible.
(ii) The upper-level divergent wind vx is computed
from the full divergence via successive overrelaxation. The upper-level divergent flow cannot be
attributed straightforwardly to a specific flow feature since the upper-level divergence related to the
TC inner core convection or the outflow associated
with slantwise ascent along a baroclinic zone do not
appear as spatially distinct features. Hence, we
avoid the term ‘‘outflow associated with the TC’’
since it is inappropriate to talk about the outflow of
one specific system.
(iii) The nondivergent midlatitude wind vcmidlat is computed as the difference between the total wind v,
vcTC , and vx (i.e., vcmidlat 5 v 2 vcTC 2 vx ). It should
be noted that vcmidlat comprises the winds associated with the large-scale anticyclone, the developing midlatitude Rossby wave, the anticyclonic
outflow anomaly of the TC, as well as the flow
induced by the interaction between the ET system
and the midlatitude flow. A further separation
would require a piecewise PV inversion, which
would go beyond the scope of this study.

e. Quasigeostrophic forcing diagnostic
To assess the contribution of dry dynamics to vertical
motion during the TC–midlatitude flow interaction, we
compute a height attributable solution of the quasigeostrophic (QG) omega equation in Q-vector form
(Clough et al. 1996; Hoskins et al. 1978). This diagnostic
allows us to estimate the importance of adiabatic forcing
for vertical motion compared to diabatically driven
vertical motion associated with the TC and with its interaction with the midlatitude baroclinic zone, as the
QG diagnostic strongly underestimates vertical motion
in regions with intense latent heating (Boettcher and
Wernli 2011). In addition, the diagnostic enables us to
investigate the contribution of different vertical levels to

the QG vertical motion between 1000 and 100 hPa. In
this study, the contribution of the lower troposphere
(1000–750 hPa) is distinguished from the contribution of
weather systems in the upper troposphere (500–100 hPa)
similar to studies by Deveson et al. (2002) and Dacre and
Gray (2009).

f. Eddy kinetic energy diagnostic
Alternative to the PV perspective, the amplification
and downstream propagation of a Rossby wave can be
explained in an eddy kinetic energy (Ke ) framework.
The diagnostic allows us to identify sources of Ke that
contribute to the amplification of the midlatitude flow.
In addition, the combination of the Ke diagnostic and
the QG diagnostic (section 2e) helps to quantify the
importance of adiabatic forcing of vertical motion for
the local generation of Ke . The Ke framework has been
successfully applied to describe characteristics of
downstream development associated with TC–
midlatitude flow interactions (Harr and Dea 2009;
Keller et al. 2014). These studies showed that TCs may
act as an additional Ke source, supporting the amplification of midlatitude wave packets.
Following Orlanski and Sheldon (1995), the energy
budget is computed as the sum of a time mean (subscript
m) and a perturbation. The horizontal wind field is then
defined as V 5 Vm 1 v and scalar variables, including the
vertical velocity v, are defined as Q 5 Qm 1 q. The time
mean is defined as a 30-day running mean. The time
tendency of Ke 5 1/2jvj2 is defined in pressure coordinates as
›Ke
›(vf)
2 =p  (VKe )
5 2=p  (vf)a 2 va 2
›p
›t
2

›(vKe )
2 v  (v  =p Vm ) 1 residue ,
›p

(2)

where f denotes the geopotential height, a the specific
volume, and =p the horizontal gradient operator. The
first term on the right-hand side is the ageostrophic
(subscript a) geopotential flux divergence. This term
describes the dispersion of energy between adjacent Ke
maxima that are typically located on the flanks of midlatitude troughs and ridges. The ageostrophic flux divergence steers the entire RWP with group velocity. The
second term represents the baroclinic conversion from
available eddy potential energy to Ke . The fourth term is
the horizontal Ke flux divergence, describing the propagation of Ke maxima with phase velocity. The sixth
term defines the barotropic conversion between the
eddies and the mean flow. In this study, the Ke tendency
terms are vertically integrated between 1000 to 100 hPa
to consider the Ke distribution in the entire troposphere.
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FIG. 2. Mean RWP frequency (%) and mean RWP amplitude (m s21) (a) over the Northern Hemisphere and
(b) over the Southern Hemisphere during June–November and December–April, respectively. Note the different
scale for the y axes in (a),(b). The gray shading indicates the range of longitudes of recurving TCs that are included
in this study.

This vertical integration allows us to neglect the third
and fifth term of Eq. (2). The normalization of the
1
g

ð 100

›Ke
1
dp 5
g
›t
1000

ð 100
1000

vertically integrated terms with the gravitational acceleration yields the equation for temporal changes of Ke :

[2=p  (vf)a 2 va 2 =p  (VKe ) 2 v  (v  =p Vm ) 1 residue] dp .

3. Rossby wave packets downstream of recurving
TCs
a. Climatology of Rossby wave packets
To determine deviations of RWP frequency and amplitude in the recurvature-relative composite from climatology we compute a climatology of both quantities.
Thereby, we focus on the months June–November for
the Northern Hemisphere and December–April for the
Southern Hemisphere. In the Northern Hemisphere, the
lowest values of RWP frequency and amplitude occur
over the Eurasian continent between 508 and 1208E
(Fig. 2a). The climatological frequency exhibits minimum values of about 13% with a minimum amplitude of
about 3 m s21. Highest RWP frequencies of 40%–45%
can be found in the storm-track regions over the eastern
North Pacific and the western North Atlantic.
The zonal variability of the climatological RWP frequency and amplitude in the Southern Hemisphere is
much lower than in the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 2b).
The highest RWP frequency of more than 35% can be
found over the eastern south Indian Ocean and Australia between 908 and 1508E. The lowest values of about
25% occur over South America. The amplitude varies
between the maximum values of 6.7 m s21 over the

(3)

eastern south Indian Ocean and the lowest values of
5.3 m s21 over South America. A climatological investigation by Souders et al. (2014) showed a similar
spatial distribution of RWP frequency for both hemispheres for the period 1979–2010.

b. RWPs downstream of western North Pacific TCs
The RWP frequency downstream of recurving TCs
exceeds the climatological value from the WNP to
central North America (Fig. 3a). A statistically significant RWP frequency anomaly of 6%–9% occurs over
the WNP already one day after recurvature. This positive RWP frequency anomaly over the WNP suggests
that recurving TCs lead to a westward extension of
Rossby wave activity relative to climatology. The eastward extension of the statistically significant RWP frequency anomaly with time indicates downstream
Rossby wave dispersion in the recurvature-relative
composite. Maximum RWP frequency anomalies of
more than 12% occur along 1808 2–3 days after recurvature; 3–5 days after recurvature, a relative minimum occurs in the RWP frequency anomaly over the
eastern North Pacific. This relative minimum can be
potentially attributed to the climatological RWP frequency that reaches maximum values in this region
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FIG. 3. Recurvature-relative composites of (a) RWP frequency anomaly (shaded in %) and (b) RWP amplitude
anomaly (shaded in m s21) relative to June–November climatology for WNP TCs. Values that are statistically
significant at the 95% confidence level are hatched. Black thick line gives the mean recurving track (T 2 48 to T 1
96 h) and the white star denotes the mean recurvature point. Black horizontal bar marks the range of longitudes of
the TCs at recurvature. Data are smoothed with a Gaussian filter.

(Fig. 2a). In addition, the occurrence of the breaking of
high-amplitude waves might also contribute to the local
reduction of RWP frequency. A second positive RWP
frequency anomaly of more than 6% exists 4–7 days
after recurvature over western North America. The
statistical significance and the anomaly of RWP frequency decrease rapidly about one week after the time
of recurvature over central North America. The RWP
amplitude is amplified significantly over the central Pacific 2–4 days after recurvature (Fig. 3b).
A major advantage of choosing recurvature time as
reference time, rather than the time when a former TC
was classified for the first time as an extratropical cyclone, is the fact that recurvature time can be determined objectively from the best track data. However,
the temporal lag between recurvature time and the time
of the TC–midlatitude flow interaction may exhibit a
strong case-to-case variability. To test the sensitivity of
our results to the choice of the reference time, we
compute the anomalies of RWP frequency and amplitude for the same TCs, but centered on the time when
the RSMC classified the former TC for the first time as
an extratropical cyclone (EC). This framework will be
referred to as an ‘‘EC-relative composite’’ hereafter. In
the EC-relative composite the anomalies of RWP frequency and amplitude are stronger than in the
recurvature-relative composite. The frequency anomaly
reaches values of more than 15% over the western to
central North Pacific (Fig. 4a). Also, the anomalies over
western to central North America are slightly stronger
than the anomalies in the recurvature-relative composite. The RWP amplitude exceeds the climatological

value by up to 1.8 m s21 between 1808 and 1508W
(Fig. 4b), which corresponds to a relative increase of
30% compared to climatology (not shown). This positive anomaly over the central North Pacific seems to be a
robust feature as it occurs in the recurvature-relative
composite as well as in the EC-relative composite. A
positive RWP amplitude anomaly over western North
America is sensitive to the reference time as it does not
occur in the recurvature-relative composite. The statistically significant increase of RWP amplitude reveals
that RWPs that are associated with TCs are stronger
than those that generally occur in midlatitudes.
The initial increase of the RWP amplitude (Fig. 4b)
occurs about 1–2 days later than the increase of RWP
frequency (Fig. 4a). This indicates that the TCs interact
with upstream midlatitude disturbances, which are part
of initially rather weak RWPs. During the interaction
with the TCs the RWPs amplify so that downstream
disturbances that are still part of the same initial RWP
exhibit a much higher amplitude.
The RWP frequency is significantly enhanced over
western and central North America in the recurvaturerelative composite as well as in the EC-relative composite. Instead, the RWP amplitude is only enhanced
over western North America. Hence, Rossby waves are
more likely over central North America after recurving
WNP TCs, but their amplitude is not necessarily enhanced compared to climatology.
The discrepancies between the recurvature-relative
composite and the EC-relative composite can be potentially attributed to the variance of the temporal
lag between the reference times and the time of the
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but relative to the time TEC 1 0 day when the TCs were first classified as an extratropical
cyclone by the RSMC. Black horizontal bar marks the range of longitudes of the TCs at TEC. White star marks the
mean longitude of all TCs at TEC.

TC–midlatitude flow interaction. A comparison of the
temporal lag between the reference times used in this
study and the time of maximum TC–midlatitude flow
interaction, defined by the magnitude of negative PV
advection by the irrotational wind associated with the
TC (Archambault et al. 2013), reveals that the variability of the temporal lag between recurvature time and
the maximum interaction time is greater than between
the time when the TC was defined as EC and the maximum interaction time (not shown). The sensitivity of
composites to the choice of the reference time was also
noted by Torn and Hakim (2015). Meridional wind
anomalies downstream of WNP TCs were weaker in
recurvature-relative composites than in composites
centered on the time of ET onset (Hart 2003). A future
study could investigate the change of RWP frequency
and amplitude in a composite relative to the time of the
maximum TC–midlatitude flow interaction (Archambault
et al. 2013, 2015) or to the time of ET onset (Hart 2003;
Torn and Hakim 2015).

c. RWPs downstream of North Atlantic TCs
Case studies have highlighted the impact of North
Atlantic TCs on the downstream midlatitude flow that
can lead to high-impact weather in downstream regions
(e.g., Agusti-Panareda et al. 2004; Grams et al. 2011;
Pantillon et al. 2015). However, we do not observe a
statistically significant increase in RWP frequency and
amplitude downstream of in total 129 recurving TCs in
this basin (not shown). The results of the case studies
and of this study indicate that North Atlantic TCs are
able to modify RWPs, but that these RWPs do not depart significantly from RWPs that generally occur in

midlatitudes. A possible explanation is that the climatological RWP frequency and amplitude are higher in
this region than over the WNP (Fig. 2a). The climatological RWP frequency exhibits values of 15%–40%
over the WNP, whereas it reaches values from 33% to
43% over the North Atlantic. Therefore, a westward
extension of the Rossby wave activity as observed for
the WNP-recurving TCs does not occur. In addition, as
pointed out by Riemer and Jones (2014), TC–
midlatitude flow interactions can initiate the breaking
and decay of high-amplitude Rossby waves. In particular, the climatologically short and weak waveguide over
the North Atlantic compared to the WNP may favor the
conditions for anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking and
may limit the downstream flow response (Archambault
et al. 2015).

d. RWPs downstream of south Indian Ocean TCs
The RWP frequency is significantly amplified by
12%–15% downstream of recurving south Indian Ocean
TCs (Fig. 5a). The RWP frequency starts to increase
significantly 2 days after recurvature in downstream
regions. A relative minimum of RWP frequency over
Australia is followed by a further significant RWP frequency anomaly of 12%–15% over the western South
Pacific 5–7 days after recurvature time. Thus, once a
RWP has been amplified by the recurving TC it has the
ability to propagate from the western south Indian
Ocean to the western South Pacific.
The RWP amplitude anomaly is considerably stronger
than downstream of WNP TCs. We observe a statistically significant amplification of the RWP amplitude by
more than 1.8 m s21 between 1008 and 1608E from 3 to
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for anomaly relative to December–April climatology for the western south Indian
Ocean TCs.

5 days after recurvature time (Fig. 5b). This anomaly
corresponds to a relative increase of RWP amplitude by
about 30% (not shown). Interestingly, the RWP amplitude anomaly is strongest over Australia where the
RWP frequency is not significantly anomalous. Thus,
TC-related RWPs over Australia exhibit a much stronger amplitude than climatology, but are not necessarily
more frequent than climatology.
A remarkable feature of the composite is a negative
RWP amplitude anomaly over the South Pacific
7–2 days prior to recurvature. This negative anomaly
indicates a rather zonal flow far upstream of the TCs. A
thorough analysis of this negative anomaly and its
linkage to the positive RWP anomaly downstream of the
south Indian Ocean TCs goes beyond the scope of
this study.
The anomalies are less coherent in a framework relative to the time when the TC was classified as an EC by
the RSMC (not shown). This can be potentially attributed to the inconsistencies concerning the classification
of ECs in the south Indian Ocean best track dataset by
the RSMC as documented by Griffin and Bosart (2014).

4. Composite analysis of cases with and without
Rossby wave development
a. Identification of cases
The identification of RWPs as separate objects enables us to select cases with and without Rossby wave
development downstream of the WNP recurving TCs.
By doing so, we are able to make a classification based
on the downstream flow response that is independent of
the structure of the TC. However, this does not imply

that the TCs in the cases without downstream Rossby
wave development do not have an impact on the midlatitude flow. For example, TCs that interact with the
midlatitude flow may lead to a jet intensification that is
not necessarily followed by a downstream Rossby wave
development (Grams et al. 2013a). This type of classification based on the downstream flow response is
complementary to the studies by Archambault et al.
(2013, 2015) who distinguished between two scenarios
based on a TC–midlatitude flow interaction metric independent of the downstream flow response.
We define a mask by the 95% confidence level of the
Monte Carlo approach between 2108 and 808 relative
to the longitude of recurvature of each TC and from
recurvature time to 5 days after recurvature (Fig. 6).
Then, we determine for each case the percentage of
grid points in this mask that have a Rossby wave amplitude greater than zero. The quintile of cases that
exhibit the highest percentage is in the following defined as Rossby wave case (RW case). The quintile of
cases that exhibit the lowest percentage is defined as no
Rossby wave case (no-RW case). Each quintile comprises 56 recurving TCs.
The RWP frequency anomaly varies between 30%
to more than 40% in the RW case composite in the
range of the mask (Fig. 6a). The climatological RWP
frequency exhibits values between 20% and 45% in
that region (Fig. 2a). The absolute values of RWP
frequency for the RW case composite vary between
60% to more than 90% (not shown). Interestingly,
the positive anomaly of more than 10% extends from
the WNP to the North Atlantic. Hence, the RW case
composite potentially contains cases in which a Rossby
wave reached the North Atlantic 10 days after the
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FIG. 6. Anomaly of RWP frequency (shaded in %) relative to June–November climatology for (a) RW case and
(b) no-RW case for the WNP TCs. The black contour indicates the mask that we used to determine the lower and
upper quintile (56 events). The black thick line gives the mean recurving track (T 2 48 to T 1 96 h) for each case
and the white star denotes the mean recurvature point. Black horizontal bar marks the range of longitudes of the
TCs at recurvature. Data are smoothed with a Gaussian filter.

recurvature of a WNP TC. The composite for the no-RW
case exhibits RWP frequency anomalies between 210%
and 230% in the range of the mask (Fig. 6b). With a
climatological RWP frequency of 20%–45%, the absolute values of RWP frequency vary between 0% and 30%
in the no-RW case composite in the range of the mask
(not shown).

To analyze the propagation of the Rossby wave in the
RW case as well as in the no-RW case, we create composites of the meridional wind at 250 hPa. To obtain
clear composite fields, these composites are centered on
the central longitude at recurvature time. A precursor
Rossby wave emanates from the Asian continent in the
RW case (Fig. 7a). A weak ridge exists at 908E already

FIG. 7. (a) RW case and (b) no-RW case recurvature-relative composite Hovmöller diagrams of the 208–808Naveraged 250-hPa meridional wind (shaded in m s21) for zonal wavenumbers 5–15. Black contours denote the
statistical significance at the 99% confidence level based on a two-sided Student’s t test. The black thick line gives
the mean recurving track (T 2 48 to T 1 96 h) for each case and the white star denotes the mean recurvature point.
The dashed and solid black arrows in (a) indicate the estimated zonal group velocity of the Rossby wave based on
the leading edge and the peak amplitude, respectively.
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4 days prior to recurvature and a trough develops
downstream with its axis being located about 158W of
the approaching TC. The TC itself is located in a
southerly flow associated with the eastern flank of this
upstream trough. This southerly flow amplifies strongly
immediately after the recurvature. This amplification
indicates an interaction between the transitioning TC
and the midlatitude flow. The alignment of the maximum in southerly winds with the TC track reveal that
the TC propagates eastward with the phase velocity of
the upstream trough. A statistically significant RWP
pattern develops downstream before the signal decreases about 3 days after recurvature time over the
eastern North Pacific. The estimated group velocity of
the RWP is about 408 day21, which is comparable to the
group velocity of the RWP downstream of all WNP recurving TCs identified in Archambault et al. (2015).
In the no-RW case, a precursor wave packet can be
hardly identified (Fig. 7b). A weak ridge starts to develop
in situ between 1208E and 1808 around recurvature time.
This suggests that the transforming TC interacts with the
midlatitude flow and contributes to a weak amplification
of the meridional wind. Interestingly, a second Rossby
wave pattern starts to develop 5 days after recurvature
time. This rather weak, but statistically significant RWP
propagates downstream and reaches western North
America about one week after recurvature time.
The results suggest that a precursor Rossby wave
emanating from the Asian continent provides favorable
conditions for a Rossby wave development downstream
of WNP recurving TCs. However, the existence of a
precursor Rossby wave does not necessarily result in a
strong downstream development. The development of
the transitioning TC and the downstream flow amplification strongly depend on the phasing between the
transitioning TC and the midlatitude flow (Klein et al.
2002; Ritchie and Elsberry 2007; Grams et al. 2013b).
The systematic investigation of the phasing between the
midlatitude flow and the TCs in the RW and no-RW
case could be a task for future studies.

b. Characteristics of the TCs at recurvature
Tropical cyclones associated with a downstream
Rossby wave development occur more frequently in
August–September and less frequently in June, July,
October, and November relative to the climatological
distribution of recurving TCs (Fig. 8). Recurving TCs
that are not followed by a downstream Rossby wave
development occur more frequently in June and
September–November and less frequently in July and
August relative to the climatological distribution of recurving TCs. A statistically significant difference according to a two-sided Student’s t test between the mean

2031

FIG. 8. Monthly frequency distribution of all recurving WNP TCs
(gray fill), and of RW case TCs (solid curve) and no-RW case TCs
(dashed curve).

recurvature date of the RW and no-RW case TCs could
not be identified. Interestingly, the RW case TCs occur
less frequently in October and November than the noRW case TCs. This finding stands in contrast to the
findings of Archambault et al. (2013). They found that
strong interacting TCs, which are on average associated
with stronger downstream flow response occurred in
October and November more frequently than weak interacting TCs. We hypothesize that this apparent discrepancy is related to the structural changes of the jet
between summer and fall. A stronger jet and hence a
stronger PV gradient in November result in enhanced
values of PV advection by the upper-level divergent wind
when a TC interacts with the midlatitude flow. Thus, assuming that the upper-level divergent flow during TC–
midlatitude flow interaction is similar for summer and fall
events, the number of strong interaction cases peaks late
in the TC season. However, the strong interaction cases in
November are not necessarily associated with downstream development. An intense jet in November might
inhibit the development of a strong meridional flow
(Riemer et al. 2008) so that the RW case TCs occur less
frequently during this month.
To determine a potential sensitivity of the Rossby
wave response to characteristics of the TCs (size, central
pressure), we investigate various properties of the RW
and no-RW case TCs. According to the best track data,
RW case TCs are on average somewhat larger and more
intense than the no-RW case TCs. The mean sea level
pressure of the RW case TCs is 963 hPa at recurvature
time (Fig. 9a). The no-RW case TCs exhibit a mean sea
level pressure of 967 hPa. The distributions of the
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FIG. 9. Box plots showing (a) mean sea level pressure (hPa) and (b) length of the maximum 15.4 m s21 wind radius
(km) for the RW case TCs and no-RW case TCs at recurvature time. The length of the maximum 15.4 m s21 (30 kt)
wind radius was derived from the Japan Meteorological Agency best track dataset. The lower and upper bounds of
each box give the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively; the red bar and the black circle inside each box denote the
median and mean, respectively; and the whiskers extend from the 25th and 75th percentiles to the 5th and 95th
percentiles, respectively.

maximum 15.4 m s21 (30 kt) wind radius are very similar
for the RW case TCs and the no-RW case TCs (Fig. 9b).
The mean length of the maximum 15.4 m s21 wind radius
of the RW (no-RW) case TCs is about 460 (450) km.
The differences in mean sea level pressure and in the
mean length of the 15.4 m s21 wind radius are not statistically significant. This agrees well with findings of
Archambault et al. (2013). They concluded that the
amplification of the North Pacific meridional flow pattern is relatively insensitive to TC intensity and size at
recurvature time.

c. Dynamics of RW and no-RW cases at recurvature
We create composite maps of PV advection (section
2d) and Ke budgets (section 2f) to contrast the synoptic
development in the no-RW and RW case. The composites are computed from ERA-Interim reanalyses at
18 horizontal resolution. To account for the poleward
convergence of the meridians we interpolate the data for
each case onto a Cartesian grid, center the grid on the
mean position of the 56 TCs in each scenario (according
to the best track data), and interpolate the data back
on a regular latitude–longitude grid. The PV advection
diagnostic (section 2d) is computed on isentropic surfaces from 320 to 360 K at 5-K intervals for the no-RW
and RW case TCs. The choice of vertical levels accounts
for the seasonal variability of tropopause height and
ensures that the upper-level divergent flow associated
with the ET of strong TCs is incorporated in the composites. In the following, we discuss the composite fields

of PV advection and the vertically integrated Ke budget
terms at recurvature time and 2 days after recurvature.
(The interested reader is referred to supplemental
Fig. S1 in the online supplemental material to get an
overview of the full evolution from one day prior to
recurvature to three days after recurvature.)
The northward deflection of the waveguide downstream of the TC indicates a ridge in both cases at
recurvature time (Fig. 10). However, a pronounced
trough exists only upstream of the RW case TC. In both
cases, the TCs are located about 158S of the midlatitude
waveguide. The TC inner core relative vorticity is still
clearly distinguishable from the midlatitude flow (see
supplemental Fig. S2 in the online supplemental material) and does not induce PV advection along the midlatitude waveguide (Figs. 10a,d). This suggests that the
cyclonic circulation associated with the inner core of the
TC does not contribute significantly to the midlatitude
flow evolution at recurvature time.
A significant contribution to the midlatitude flow
modification comes from the PV advection through the
upper-level divergent flow. At recurvature time, the
lower- to midtropospheric ascent (Fig. 11) is associated
with the TC inner core and the interaction between the
TC and the still relatively weak midlatitude baroclinic
zone (see supplemental Fig. S3 in the online supplemental material for full evolution). The resulting divergent winds to the north and northeast of the TC
center impinge on the upper-level PV gradient
(Figs. 10b and 10e). The ascent in the interaction region
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FIG. 10. (a)–(c) RW case and (d)–(f) no-RW case TC-relative composite analyses of 320–360-K PV (contoured in
black at 1, 2, and 4 PVU) (1 PVU 5 1026 K kg21 m2 s21) and 320–360-K PV advection (shaded in 1026 PVU s21)
induced by the 320–360-K winds given at bottom right (vectors in m s21) at recurvature time. For illustrative
purposes the coastlines are shown relative to the mean TC position (green cross).

is stronger for the RW case leading to enhanced divergent outflow from the baroclinic region and thus
enhanced PV advection on the western flank of the
downstream ridge. The elongated ascent region extending

along the low-level baroclinic zone (Fig. 11) and the
upper-level divergent flow to the northeast of the ascent region (Figs. 10b,e) are indicative of the divergent
outflow being predominantly associated with ascent up

FIG. 11. (a) RW case and (b) no-RW case TC-relative composite analyses of 700–500-hPa vertical velocity
(shading in Pa s21), 900-hPa winds (vectors in m s21), 900-hPa temperature (black contours from 284 to 292 K with
2-K contour interval), and 320–360-K PV (contoured in red at 2 PVU) at recurvature time. For illustrative purposes
the coastlines are shown relative to the mean TC position (green cross).
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FIG. 12. (a),(b) RW case and (c),(d) no-RW case TC-relative composite analyses of vertically integrated Ke
(shaded in 105 J m22), 200 hPa geopotential (contoured in black at 200 m2 s22 intervals, thick black line illustrates
11 800 m2 s22 isoline), and vertically integrated Ke budget terms given in subcaptions (colored contours at 8 W m22
intervals) at recurvature time. (b),(d) Ageostrophic geopotential flux vectors (reference vector in 106 W m21). The
green box in (a),(c) shows the region over which the mean baroclinic conversion was computed. For illustrative
purposes the coastlines are shown relative to the mean TC position.

the sloping baroclinic zone. This ascent is being fed by
moist air moving around the low-level TC core. The
low-level inflow into the ascent region is stronger for
the RW case, allowing a stronger diabatic enhancement of the ascent, the upper-level outflow from the
baroclinic zone, and the negative PV advection to occur in the RW case.
Composites of baroclinic conversion confirm the importance of the interaction between the TC and the
baroclinic zone (Figs. 12a and 12c). In the RW case as
well as in the no-RW case composites, baroclinic conversion to the north of the TC reveals lifting of warm air
masses and the generation of Ke . The total baroclinic
conversion is higher for the RW case as it extends into
the interaction region. Divergence of the ageostrophic
geopotential flux superposes the region of baroclinic
conversion (Figs. 12b,d). This flux divergence and the
ageostrophic fluxes themselves reveal that the locally
generated Ke is at least partly dispersed toward the
midlatitude flow.
To quantify the importance of dry dynamics for the
local generation of Ke along the baroclinic zone, we
compute the baroclinic conversion term in Eq. (3) from
the QG vertical motion (section 2e). Finally, we average
the baroclinic conversion in a box of 208 3 208 as shown
in Figs. 12a,c. At recurvature time, neither the baroclinic
conversion through QG ascent nor the baroclinic conversion computed from the model vertical wind field

differ significantly between the RW and no-RW case
(Table 1). The baroclinic conversion computed from the
model vertical motion is much stronger than the baroclinic conversion computed from the QG ascent
(Fig. 13). The QG ascent accounts for 22% (15%) of the
total baroclinic conversion in the RW (no-RW) case
composite (Table 1). The upper-level forced QG ascent
dominates at this time with 18% and 12%, respectively
(see also supplemental Fig. S4 in the online supplemental material). Thus, lower-tropospheric warm air
advection to the east of the TC does likely not contribute
to ascent along the baroclinic zone at recurvature time.
TABLE 1. Ratio between baroclinic conversion through low-level
forced QG ascent (2vQGl a), upper-level forced QG ascent
(2vQGu a), the full QG ascent (2vQG a), and the model vertical
wind field (2va) for the RW and no-RW case at recurvature time.
The bottom two rows give the absolute values of baroclinic conversion through QG vertical motion and the model vertical wind
field, and the confidence levels for the significance of the differences between the RW and no-RW case based on a Mann–Whitney
U test. The box over which the baroclinic conversion was averaged
is shown in Fig. 12.

vQGl a/va (%)
vQGu a/va (%)
vQG a/va (%)
vQG a (W m22)
va (W m22)

Confidence level

RW case

No-RW case

77.1%
55.8%

4
18
22
1.4
6.6

3
12
15
0.7
5.1
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FIG. 13. (a) RW case and (b) no-RW case average baroclinic conversion through low-level forced QG ascent
(2vQGl a), upper-level forced QG ascent (2vQGu a), the full QG ascent (2vQG a), and the model vertical wind field
(2va) in W m22 between recurvature time and 2 days after recurvature. The box over which the average was
performed is shown in Figs. 12 and 16.

The relatively small contribution of QG ascent to the
total baroclinic conversion suggests that Ke is predominantly generated through ascent associated with
diabatic processes.1
The magnitude of the negative PV advection through
the upper-level divergent wind associated with this region of vertical motion is slightly stronger in the RW
case than in the no-RW case (Figs. 10b and 10e). In
addition, the location of strongest negative PV advection relative to the downstream ridge varies between the
cases. For the no-RW case, negative PV advection into
the crest of the downstream ridge indicates an amplification of the ridge. For the RW case instead, negative
PV advection peaks on the western flank of the downstream ridge and opposes this way the positive PV advection through vcmidlat (Fig. 10c). This indicates a
deceleration of the eastward progression of the upstream trough and an intensification of the midlatitude
jet in this region. The latter interpretation is confirmed
by the composite of ageostrophic geopotential flux
convergence. The upper-level divergent winds to the
northwest of the TC cause ageostrophic fluxes that are
directed upstream. These fluxes converge with
downstream-directed ageostrophic fluxes associated

1
It should be noted here that the QG assumption does not hold
true in regions of strong curvature since geostrophic balance neglects centrifugal forces. The geostrophic wind overestimates the
nondivergent wind for cyclonic curvature (e.g., TC; base of a
trough) and underestimates the nondivergent wind for anticyclonic
curvature (e.g., crest of a ridge). Thus, QG vertical motion tends to
be too high (low) in regions with cyclonic (anticyclonic) curvature
(e.g., Moore and Vanknowe 1992).

with the developing baroclinic wave. According to Eq.
(3), this ageostrophic geopotential flux convergence on
the western flank of the downstream ridge results in an
accumulation of eddy kinetic energy (i.e., an intensification of the midlatitude jet). The ageostrophic
geopotential flux convergence is weaker in the no-RW
case possibly due to a less pronounced upstream trough
and therefore less intense ageostrophic geopotential
fluxes (Fig. 12d). This difference between the two cases
at early stages of the TC–midlatitude flow interaction
might reveal the importance of the upstream trough for
the further downstream development.
A TC centered dipole pattern of PV advection
through the anticyclonic flow of the downstream ridge
indicates a northward movement of the TC relative to
the basic flow (Fig. 10c), which might contribute to a
phase locking between the upstream trough and the
TC. This would coincide with findings in idealized
studies, which suggested that midlatitude circulation
anomalies induce a flow that attracts the TC (Scheck
et al. 2011a,b).

d. Dynamics of RW and no-RW cases 2 days after
recurvature
The differences between the two cases become most
evident 2 days after recurvature. In the RW case, the TC
is located directly to the east of the midlatitude upstream trough (Fig. 14a). The upper-level PV structure
shows the amplification of a downstream ridge–trough
couplet over the central North Pacific as part of the
downstream development (see also supplemental
Fig. S1). In the no-RW case, the TC is weaker and located farther from the less pronounced upper-level
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FIG. 14. As in Fig. 10, but 2 days after recurvature.

trough (Fig. 14d). Except for the weak downstream
ridge, the midlatitude flow is rather zonally oriented.
In the RW case, the PV structure and the advection
patterns indicate that the cyclonic circulation of the
developing ET system contributes to the wrap up of the
upstream trough (Fig. 14a). Upper-level PV (supplemental Fig. S1) as well as upper-level relative vorticity
(supplemental Fig. S2) indicate that the former TC
core has connected with the upstream trough and thus
cannot be clearly distinguished from the midlatitude
flow. Thus, the upper-level cyclonic wind field and the
dipole in PV advection in Fig. 14a is presumably a
result of both the inner core circulation of the ET
system and the cyclonic circulation of the approaching
upper-level trough. Nevertheless, because of to the
proximity of the transitioning TC to the midlatitude
waveguide we assume that the inner core circulation
has a considerably stronger impact on the midlatitude
flow than at recurvature time. In the no-RW case, vcTC
does not show a significant contribution to the PV
advection (Fig. 14d). An analysis of the mean relative
vorticity in a radius of 600 km around the TC center
shows that the upper-level vorticity of the RW case

TCs is significantly stronger than the upper-level vorticity of the no-RW case TCs (not shown). Hence, the
differences in the PV advection through vcTC can be
attributed to a relatively weak upper-level cyclonic
anomaly in the no-RW case.
The upper-level divergent flow contributes to an amplification of the downstream ridge and an intensification of the midlatitude jet. The lower- to
midtropospheric ascent has intensified compared to
recurvature time (Figs. 15a,d). The strongest vertical
motion occurs to the north and northeast of the transitioning TC and along the midlatitude baroclinic zone
which is deflected northward (southward) to the east
(west) of the TC (see supplemental Fig. S3 for full
evolution). The ascent can be attributed to QG forcing
both from the upstream trough (Figs. 15b,e, and supplemental Fig. S4) and the interaction of the low-level
circulation with the baroclinic zone (Figs. 15c,f, and
supplemental Fig. S4). The low-level QG forcing indicates the change from a barotropic to a rather baroclinic system: low-level forced QG ascent is suggestive
of warm air advection at low levels due to the interaction
of the cyclonic wind field of the TC and the midlatitude
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 11, but showing 700–500-hPa (a),(d) total vertical velocity (shading in Pa s21); (b),(e) QG
vertical velocity forced from upper troposphere (500–100 hPa); and (c),(f) QG vertical velocity forced from lower
troposphere (1000–750 hPa) 2 days after recurvature. Note the different color bar used for (a) and (d).

baroclinic zone. In addition, this interaction leads to
cold air advection, which forces descent to the west of
the transitioning TC. For the RW case, the total vertical
motion (Fig. 15a) is approximately 4 times larger than
that associated with QG forcing, but the spatial pattern
is similar. This indicates that the vertical motion is
driven by the synoptic-scale forcing and significantly

enhanced by diabatic processes. A similar picture is
obtained for the no-RW case, but at much weaker amplitude. Note that the interaction of the TC with the
midlatitude flow contributes to an enhanced QG forcing
in the RW case. The upper-level divergent flow can thus
no longer be described as the outflow from the TC. It
rather arises due to the interaction between the TC and
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FIG. 16. As in Fig. 12, but 2 days after recurvature.

the midlatitude flow. Our analysis indicates that the
vertical motion and thus the upper-level divergent flow
arise due to the combination of synoptic-scale forcing
and diabatic enhancement. The negative PV advection
through the divergent wind is stronger than at recurvature (Figs. 14b,e). The resulting amplification of
the upper-level wave pattern is markedly stronger for
the RW case.
The enhanced vertical motion results in increased
baroclinic conversion in both cases (Figs. 16a,c). The
average of baroclinic conversion over the 208 3 208 box
is significantly stronger in the RW case than in the noRW case (Fig. 13, Table 2). The contribution of QG
ascent to the baroclinic conversion increased in the RW
case as well as in the no-RW case. The QG ascent accounts for about 34% (28%) of the total baroclinic
conversion in the RW (no-RW) case composite (Table
2). Similar to recurvature time, upper-level forced ascent dominates the QG contribution to the baroclinic
conversion with 27% and 24%, respectively (see also
Figs. 15b,e and supplemental Fig. S4). The increase of
the QG vertical motion and its contribution to baroclinic
conversion reveals a synergistic interaction between the
TC and the midlatitude flow. The amplified midlatitude
flow provides stronger upper-level forcing that helps to
maintain the strength of the upper-level divergent flow
and the intensity of the transitioning TC (cf. Fig. 19a).
The region of strongest baroclinic conversion is superposed by ageostrophic geopotential flux divergence
(Figs. 16b,d). This divergence and northward directed
ageostrophic geopotential fluxes indicate the dispersion

of locally generated Ke into midlatitudes. In the RW
case, ageostrophic geopotential flux convergence on the
flanks of the downstream ridge represents the accumulation of Ke and a further amplification of the wave. A
comparison of the vertically integrated Ke on the eastern
flank of the downstream ridge at recurvature time
(Fig. 12b) and 2 days after recurvature (Fig. 16b) shows
the remarkable increase of Ke . It should be mentioned
here that the vertically integrated Ke in the vicinity of
the transitioning TC increased as well. Thus, some of the
baroclinically produced Ke is not dispersed into midlatitudes, but accumulated around the TC.
To assess the importance of QG vertical motion for
the wave amplification from a PV perspective, we
compute the divergence related to the QG ascent vQG
via the continuity equation on pressure levels
(›u/›x 1 ›y/›y 5 2›vQG /›p). The successive overrelaxation (section 2d) allows us to retrieve the corresponding
divergent wind field. The negative PV advection
through this divergent wind field (Fig. 17) is much
weaker than the negative PV advection through vx
TABLE 2. As in Table 1, but for 2 days after recurvature. The box
over which the average was performed is shown in Fig. 16.

vQGl a/va (%)
vQGu a/va (%)
vQG a/va (%)
vQG a (W m22)
va (W m22)

Confidence level

RW case

No-RW case

99.9%
99.9%

7
27
34
8.2
23.9

4
24
28
2.7
9.9
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through vcmidlat so that we expect a net eastward
propagation of the wave.

e. Characteristics of the TCs after recurvature

FIG. 17. As in Fig. 14b, but negative PV advection by divergent
wind forced through QG vertical motion.

(Fig. 14b). Thus, upper-level divergence associated with
diabatic vertical motion likely dominates the negative
PV advection. Interestingly, the upper-level divergence
associated with QG vertical motion plays a more important role ahead of the downstream trough. Here, the
divergent wind through QG vertical motion reaches on
average a similar magnitude as the full divergent wind.
This difference between the QG contributions to upperlevel divergence in the vicinity of the transitioning TC
and ahead of the downstream trough points to the importance of diabatically driven vertical motion during
TC–midlatitude flow interactions.
The PV advection through the upper-level divergent flow (Fig. 14b) and through vcTC (Fig. 14a)
opposes positive PV advection through vcmidlat
(Fig. 14c). This still indicates a deceleration of the
eastward propagation of the Rossby wave. However,
the PV advection through the divergent wind and vcTC
does not fully compensate the positive PV advection

The composites (Figs. 10, 14, and supplemental
Fig. S1) suggest that the TCs in the RW case and no-RW
case follow different tracks after recurvature. A comparison of the best tracks in a recurvature-relative
framework confirms this impression. Most of the TCs
in the no-RW case make a sharp recurvature and move
in easterly directions due to a strong zonal flow
(Fig. 18b). In the RW case, most of the TC tracks
exhibit a stronger meridional component and cross the
midlatitude waveguide (Fig. 18a). This indicates that in
the case of a Rossby wave development the TC is locked
with the midlatitude meridional flow of the upstream
trough. According to the track behavior after recurvature, the RW case TCs would correspond to TCs
that recurve in a northwest pattern (Harr et al. 2000,
their Fig. 2) and undergo ET as a seclusion-occlusion
type (Kitabatake 2008, their Fig. 3). The no-RW case
TCs would correspond to TCs that undergo ET as an
open-wave or cold advection type.
The QG forcing diagnostics and the midlatitude flow
structure indicate that the TCs enter a region of upperlevel forcing after recurvature. This suggests that the
TCs may keep their intensity or that they may even
reintensify as an extratropical low pressure system. To
investigate a potential impact of the midlatitude flow
configuration on the transitioning TCs we investigate
their intensity and intensity change at the time when the
TCs were first classified as an extratropical cyclone.

FIG. 18. 320–360-K PV (contoured in red at 2 PVU) and best tracks of (a) the RW case TCs and (b) the no-RW
case TCs in a recurvature-relative framework. The yellow line gives the mean recurving track (T 2 48 to T 1 96 h)
and the yellow star denotes the mean recurvature point. For illustrative purposes the coastlines are shown relative
to the mean TC position at recurvature time.
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FIG. 19. As in Fig. 9, but for the (a) mean sea level pressure (hPa) at the time when the RW case TCs and no-RW
case TCs were first classified as extratropical cyclone and the (b) mean sea level pressure change (hPa) between the
time of classification as extratropical cyclone and the end of the best track.

With a mean sea level pressure of 986 hPa, the RW case
TCs are significantly more intense at the 99.9% confidence level than the no-RW case TCs, which exhibit a
mean sea level pressure of about 995 hPa (Fig. 19a). The
mean sea level pressure change between the time of the
classification as an extratropical cyclone and the end of
the best track do not differ significantly between the RW
case and no-RW case TCs (Fig. 19b). The average mean
sea level pressure change is about 11 hPa for the RW
case TCs and 15 hPa for the no-RW case TCs (i.e., on
average the TCs weaken after the classification as an
extratropical cyclone).
The differences between the RW and no-RW case
synoptic setup suggest that the inner-core structure of
the TCs might evolve differently during ET. To investigate the structural changes during ET, we computed the cyclone phase space parameters (Hart 2003)
for the composite RW and no-RW case TCs from 1 day
prior to recurvature to 3 days after recurvature. These
parameters are the 900–600-hPa storm-relative thickness symmetry B, the 900–600-hPa thermal wind 2VTL ,
and the 600–300-hPa thermal wind 2VTU . The RW case
TCs as well as no-RW case TCs develop from a deep
symmetric warm-core cyclone into an asymmetric
warm-core cyclone and finally into a deep asymmetric
cold-core system (Figs. 20a,b). For both cases, the onset
of ET (B . 10 m; Evans and Hart 2003) occurs 18–30 h
after recurvature and the completion of ET (2VTL , 0)
occurs 42–48 h after recurvature. However, the asymmetry develops much more rapidly for the RW case TCs
than for the no-RW case TCs. While B reaches values of
more than 30 m for the RW case TCs 48 h after

recurvature, the no-RW case TCs exhibit a stormrelative thermal symmetry of about 15 m at the same
time. This indicates that frontal features develop more
rapidly for the RW case TCs. The symmetry of the noRW case TCs reaches similar values 72 h after recurvature. The evolution of the upper-level thermal
wind parameter 2VTU exhibits similar characteristics for
the RW and no-RW case TCs (not shown).

5. Predictability downstream of recurving TCs
The adequate representation of the synergistic TC–
midlatitude flow interaction may pose a challenge for
numerical weather prediction systems. On the one hand,
an inadequate representation of the influence of the
midlatitude flow on the TC may lead to forecast errors
concerning the structural changes within the TC (Evans
et al. 2006). On the other hand, the incorrect representation of the TC–midlatitude flow interaction may cause
forecast errors and uncertainties along the waveguide
(e.g., McTaggart-Cowan et al. 2007; Pantillon et al.
2013). These forecast errors and uncertainties associated
with recurving TCs tend to spread into downstream regions with a midlatitude Rossby wave and lead to a reduced predictability (Anwender et al. 2008; Harr et al.
2008; Reynolds et al. 2009; Anwender et al. 2010;
Pantillon et al. 2013; Aiyyer 2015). Given the results of
this study and the studies by Archambault et al. (2015)
and Torn and Hakim (2015), Rossby waves that are associated with a recurving TC may cause an enhanced
forecast uncertainty in downstream regions from a climatological perspective. We hypothesize further that
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FIG. 20. Cyclone phase space diagram for the (a) RW case TC and (b) the no-RW case TC from 1 day prior to
recurvature to 3 days after recurvature. Phase evolution of 2VTL versus B. A marker is placed every 6 h. The color of
each marker denotes the cyclone mean sea level pressure (hPa) according to the best track data.

the propagation of forecast uncertainty differs between
cases with and without downstream Rossby wave
development.
To test these hypotheses, we investigate NOAA’s
second-generation GEFS reforecast data (Hamill et al.
2013) downstream of recurving WNP TCs. The reforecast dataset consists of an 11-member ensemble of
forecasts that is run daily from 0000 UTC initial conditions with a horizontal resolution of 0.58. We investigate
the standard deviation of 192-h, 250-hPa geopotential
height forecasts that were initialized closest to recurvature time of all WNP TCs during June–November
1985–2010. During this period, 231 TCs fulfilled the recurvature criteria given in section 2a. A total of 48 TCs
were identified as RW and no-RW case TCs, respectively. In the following we present noncentered
Hovmöller composites of anomalies of standard deviation averaged between 208 and 808N relative to the
June–November 1985–2010 climatology. The significance of the anomalies is determined using a Monte
Carlo approach (section 2c).
Ensemble forecasts that were initialized closest to
recurvature time show a statistically significant positive
anomaly of ensemble spread downstream of WNP
recurving TCs (Fig. 21). The spread starts to increase
over the WNP about 2 days after recurvature and
reaches a local maximum 6 days after recurvature over
the central North Pacific. A second local maximum of
ensemble spread starts to develop over western North

America about 3–4 days after recurvature. The local
maximum propagates downstream and reaches central
North America about 8 days after recurvature. A third
region of enhanced ensemble spread starts to develop
6 days after recurvature over the North Atlantic.
The set of RW and no-RW cases allows us to examine
the importance of a developing Rossby wave for the
downstream propagation of forecast uncertainty. The

FIG. 21. Recurvature-relative composites of the anomaly of
250-hPa geopotential height ensemble standard deviation (shaded
in gpm) relative to June–November climatology for WNP TCs.
Values that are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level
are hatched. Black thick line gives the mean recurving track (T 1
0 to T 1 96 h).
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FIG. 22. Recurvature-relative composites of the anomaly of 250-hPa geopotential height ensemble standard
deviation (shaded in gpm) relative to June–November climatology for WNP (a) RW case and (b) no-RW case TCs.
Black thick line gives the mean recurving track (T 1 0 to T 1 96 h).

evolution of forecast uncertainty in the RW case
(Fig. 22a) is quite similar to the evolution downstream of
all WNP TCs (Fig. 21). The ensemble spread starts to
increase 2 days after recurvature over the WNP. A region of enhanced forecast uncertainty propagates with
the phase velocity of the Rossby wave into the eastern
North Pacific. A second region of enhanced forecast
uncertainty develops 4 days after recurvature over the
eastern North Pacific and propagates with phase velocity
into central North America. For the no-RW case TCs,
the evolution of forecast uncertainty is very different
(Fig. 22b). A positive anomaly of forecast uncertainty
over the central North Pacific 5 days after recurvature is
presumably related to the recurving TCs. However, this
locally enhanced forecast uncertainty does not propagate into downstream regions with a RWP. Instead,
anomalously high forecast uncertainty, which is potentially not related to the recurving TCs develops between
North America and the Eurasian continent 4–5 days
after recurvature time. This increase might be due to the
rather zonal midlatitude flow configuration over the
North Pacific during the occurrence of no-RW cases.
Grazzini and Vitart (2015) showed that rather zonal flow
configurations over the North Pacific tend to be associated with enhanced forecast uncertainty over the European region compared to situations with RWP activity
over the North Pacific. The ensemble reforecast dataset
provides a great opportunity for future research concerning the midlatitude forecast uncertainty associated
with TCs. The identification of configurations that favor
the development of high forecast uncertainties downstream of recurving TCs would be an intriguing research
project. We anticipate that much of the forecast uncertainty in downstream regions is related to the phasing

between a TC and the midlatitude flow (Grams et al.
2013b, 2015).
Finally, we investigate the evolution of ensemble
spread downstream of recurving North Atlantic and
south Indian Ocean TCs. A total of 113 North Atlantic
and 93 south Indian Ocean TCs fulfilled the criteria
given in section 2a between June–November 1985–2010
and December–April 1985–2010, respectively. Anomalously high ensemble spread starts to develop immediately downstream of North Atlantic TCs 2 days after
recurvature (Fig. 23a). The signature of enhanced ensemble spread propagates with phase velocity toward
western Europe. A second region of enhanced ensemble
spread evolves about 6 days after recurvature over the
Asian continent. These results nicely reveal that although North Atlantic TCs are not associated with a
statistically significant increase in RWP frequency and
amplitude downstream, they may still impact downstream regions through enhanced forecast uncertainty.
A statistically significant positive anomaly of ensemble spread can be also found downstream of recurving
south Indian Ocean TCs (Fig. 23b). The eastward
propagation of the positive ensemble spread anomaly
shows similarities to the propagation downstream of
WNP and North Atlantic TCs. However, farther
downstream and upstream of the recurving TCs the
ensemble spread is reduced compared to climatology,
indicating a higher level of forecast skill. A possible
explanation might be that the recurvature of south Indian Ocean TCs occurs during situations with an enhanced Rossby wave activity that are associated with a
generally higher intrinsic predictability (Grazzini and
Vitart 2015). This higher intrinsic predictability is then
locally reduced by the recurving TC. The investigation
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FIG. 23. As in Fig. 21, but for (a) North Atlantic and (b) south Indian Ocean TCs relative to June–November and
December–April climatology, respectively.

of this speculation and a more thorough analysis of the
substantial ensemble information could be a research
opportunity for future studies.

6. Summary and discussion
This study presents a climatological investigation of
the impact of recurving TCs on midlatitude RWPs. We
identify synoptic-scale RWPs that occurred from 7 days
prior to 10 days after recurving TCs in three ocean basins during the period 1980–2010. The RWPs are identified via a Hilbert transform of the meridional wind at
250 hPa (Zimin et al. 2003). This method enables us to
identify RWPs as objects so that we can determine their
frequency and amplitude.
In the period June–November 1980–2010, 280 TCs
recurved and interacted with the midlatitudes over the
WNP. The results reveal a significant modification of
the midlatitude flow downstream of these TCs (Figs. 3
and 4), which is consistent with results of climatological
studies by Archambault et al. (2013, 2015) and Torn and
Hakim (2015). In a framework relative to the time when
the TCs were first classified as an extratropical cyclone
by the responsible RSMC, the RWP amplitude exhibits
anomalies of up to 2 m s21 over large portions of the
North Pacific (Fig. 4b). This anomaly corresponds to a
relative increase of about 30% compared to climatology.
The statistical significance of the results indicates that
RWPs downstream of recurving TCs are stronger than
those that generally occur in midlatitudes. Analogous to
the studies by Archambault et al. (2015) and Torn and
Hakim (2015), the amplitude of RWPs downstream of
WNP TCs decays over North America. A major difference between this study and the studies by Archambault
et al. (2015) and Torn and Hakim (2015) is the

compilation of the composites and the statistical evaluation. The phase elimination of the meridional wind
through the Hilbert transform allows us to not composite the data on a central longitude. This way, the TC
relative composites of RWP amplitude are not enhanced
artificially compared to the spatially noncentered and
randomly chosen composites incorporated in the Monte
Carlo approach. The fact that using a more restrictive
spatially noncentered compositing technique yields
statistically significant results close to the studies by
Archambault et al. (2015) and Torn and Hakim (2015)
supports the statement by Archambault et al. (2015) that
recurving TCs may contribute importantly to Northern
Hemispheric intraseasonal climate variability.
A new outcome of this study is that RWPs occur more
frequently downstream of recurving WNP TCs (Figs. 3a
and 4a). The RWP frequency exceeds the climatological mean by up to 12% between the WNP and central
North America from recurvature time to 7 days after
recurvature. In a framework relative to the time when
the TCs were first classified as an extratropical cyclone
by the responsible RSMC, the RWP frequency anomaly
reaches values of up to 20% (Fig. 4). This anomaly
corresponds to a relative increase of more than 30%
compared to climatology. In addition to their impact on
downstream midlatitude dynamics, recurving WNP TCs
are a source of forecast uncertainty in downstream regions as shown by a statistically significant anomaly in
ensemble standard deviation (Fig. 21). The propagation
characteristics of the individual maxima as well as the
propagation of the leading edge in ensemble spread
suggest that the forecast uncertainty propagates with a
RWP into downstream regions.
North Atlantic TCs do not seem to significantly
modify RWP frequency and amplitude downstream.
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This finding stands in contrast to results of Torn and
Hakim (2015) who concluded that RWPs downstream of
North Atlantic TCs are significantly weaker than RWPs
downstream of August–October extratropical cyclones.
The discrepancy between the finding of the Torn and
Hakim (2015) study and this study might be related to
the different methodological approaches and to different sample sizes. Nevertheless, the signature of the
propagation of enhanced ensemble spread suggests that
forecast uncertainty associated with recurving North
Atlantic TCs propagates into downstream regions with a
midlatitude Rossby wave (Fig. 23a). This is consistent
with Torn and Hakim (2015) who found a signature of a
Rossby wave downstream of North Atlantic ET events.
The fact that we do see the signature of a Rossby wave in
the ensemble spread, but not in the RWP amplitude and
frequency anomalies is not a contradiction. It rather
supports the statement made in section 3c that North
Atlantic TCs are able to modify RWPs, but that these
RWPs do not depart significantly from the general variability of midlatitude RWPs in that region.
South Indian Ocean TCs have a statistically significant
impact on RWP frequency and amplitude (Fig. 5). The
RWP frequency exceeds the climatological mean by up
to 15% between 608E and 1808 from 2 to 7 days after
recurvature. This increase corresponds to a relative increase of more than 30% relative to the climatological
RWP frequency. Over the same region, the RWP amplitude is enhanced significantly by up to 2 m s21 (i.e.,
20%–30% compared to climatology). The statistical
significance of the results indicates that RWPs downstream of recurving south Indian Ocean TCs are stronger than those that generally occur in midlatitudes. Since
high-amplitude Rossby waves have been linked to heat
waves in southeastern Australia (Parker et al. 2013),
south Indian Ocean TCs may impact the development of
weather extremes during austral summer and fall. These
extremes might be hard to predict as indicated by a
statistically significant positive anomaly of ensemble
spread downstream of recurving south Indian Ocean
TCs (Fig. 23b).
We identify cases with and without Rossby wave development downstream of WNP recurving TCs (supplemental Fig. S1). The two subsets are used to identify
favorable conditions for a Rossby wave development
in a composite framework. Despite the fact that creating
subsets based on the midlatitude flow response is
roughly inverse to the approach in Archambault et al.
(2015), the subsets of the two studies exhibit very similar
characteristics. The results suggest that a precursor
Rossby wave that emerges from the Asian continent
provides favorable conditions for a downstream development (Fig. 7a). The precursor Rossby wave is strongly
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amplified during the interaction with the TC that coincides with the findings of Riemer and Jones (2010),
Archambault et al. (2015), and Torn and Hakim (2015).
They conclude that the interaction of a TC with a precursor Rossby wave leads to a greater downstream response. Interestingly, Torn and Hakim (2015) use an
inverse approach to this study by identifying cases with
an upstream precursor trough. The fact that two inverse
approaches lead to the same conclusions underlines the
robustness of the findings. The climatological investigation of ensemble spread for the RW case as well
as for the no-RW case reveals the relevance of the
Rossby wave development in terms of forecast uncertainty. The development of a Rossby wave in the RW
cases allows forecast uncertainty to propagate from the
region of the recurving WNP TCs into downstream regions (Fig. 22a). Without Rossby wave amplification,
this downstream propagation of forecast uncertainty
does not occur (Fig. 22b).
The composite maps clearly depict the existence of an
upstream trough in the RW case at recurvature time
(Fig. 10a). This synoptic setup strongly resembles the
northwest pattern, which provides favorable conditions
for an extratropical reintensification (Harr et al. 2000)
and for a strong TC–midlatitude flow interaction as
defined by the negative PV advection by the upper-level
divergent wind (Archambault et al. 2015). The composites presented in this study corroborate the findings
of previous studies concerning the importance of the
upper-level divergent wind for the midlatitude flow
evolution downstream of TCs (e.g., Riemer et al. 2008;
Riemer and Jones 2010; Torn 2010; Archambault et al.
2013, 2015). In particular, the synoptic setup for the RW
and no-RW cases exhibits strong similarities with the
strong and weak TC–midlatitude flow interactions investigated by Archambault et al. (2013, 2015). Negative
PV advection through the divergent wind contributes to
an amplification of the ridge itself and to an intensification of the midlatitude jet on the western flank
of the downstream ridge (Fig. 10b). The results from our
composites indicate that the upper-level divergent flow
should not be described as being outflow from the TC. It
arises through the nonlinear interaction between the TC
and the midlatitude flow that leads to a stronger amplification of the upper-level wave pattern and helps to
maintain the strength of the transitioning TC. The associated QG forcing of vertical motion is enhanced by
diabatic processes, supported by the moisture brought
into the system by the strong cyclonic circulation of the
transitioning TC.
The accumulation of Ke through ageostrophic geopotential flux convergence on the western flank of the
downstream ridge underlines the importance of the
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upper-level divergent flow (Fig. 12b). In contrast to
the downstream baroclinic development paradigm
(Orlanski and Sheldon 1995), the convergence is not
solely a result of ageostrophic winds related to troughs
and ridges of the developing baroclinic wave. It is a result of ageostrophic winds associated with the upstream trough and the ageostrophic divergent flow
related to the nonlinear interaction between the TC
and the midlatitude flow. Analogous to the jet intensification through this ageostrophic flux convergence,
Archambault et al. (2015) document PV frontogenesis
through the upper-level flow on the western flank of the
downstream ridge. The PV frontogenesis is more intense
in the strong TC–midlatitude flow interaction cases that
tend to be associated with a stronger downstream flow
response. In addition to the jet intensification and ridge
amplification, the upper-level divergent flow impedes
the eastward propagation of the upstream trough and
enables this way a favorable phasing of the TC with the
extratropical flow pattern. The importance of the upperlevel divergent flow for the phasing of a transitioning TC
and an upstream trough has been documented in several
recent studies (e.g., Griffin and Bosart 2014; Pantillon
et al. 2015; Archambault et al. 2015). The RW case TCs
phase lock with the midlatitude flow on the eastern flank
of this trough and follow a northward track (Fig. 18a).
The phasing of the TC and the midlatitude flow in the
RW cases represents a synergistic interaction (Bosart
and Lackmann 1995; Archambault et al. 2015), which
becomes apparent in the composites 2 days after
recurvature.
The ridge amplification and jet intensification through
the upper-level divergent flow is supposed to lead to an
increase of QG forced ascent, which may help to
maintain the strength of the transitioning TC in a highly
baroclinic environment. Best track mean sea level
pressure data as well as an increase of Ke even indicate
an intensification (Figs. 19a and 16a). From a Ke perspective, strong baroclinic conversion in the vicinity of
the transitioning TC contributes to an intensification
(Fig. 16a). The contribution of QG vertical motion to
the full baroclinic conversion increases from 22% at
recurvature time to 34% at 2 days after recurvature
(Tables 1 and 2). The QG vertical motion is dominated
from upper-level forcing (Figs. 13, 15b, 15e, and supplemental Fig. S4). The relatively small contribution of
QG vertical motion to the full baroclinic conversion
indicates that diabatically driven vertical motion dominates, which is consistent with Riemer et al. (2014, their
Fig. 11a). Both the baroclinic conversion from the
model vertical motion and the baroclinic conversion
from QG vertical motion are significantly stronger in
the RW case than in the no-RW case 2 days after
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recurvature (Table 2). Significantly more intense QG
forcing for vertical motion was also documented for the
strong interaction cases (Archambault et al. 2015, their
Fig. 10b). Most of the Ke that is produced through
baroclinic conversion in the vicinity of the TC is immediately dispersed into the midlatitude flow where it is
accumulated on the eastern flank of the downstream
ridge. Thus, in agreement with case studies by Harr and
Dea (2009) and Keller et al. (2014), the baroclinic conversion associated with the transitioning TC provides
additional Ke and supports the amplification of the
downstream midlatitude flow.
Given the facts that recurving TCs impact midlatitude Rossby waves and the downstream predictability, that Rossby waves have been identified as
precursors of high-impact weather events (e.g., Martius
et al. 2008; Wirth and Eichhorn 2014), and that recurving TCs might occur more frequently over the WNP
and the North Atlantic in a changing climate (e.g.,
Colbert et al. 2013, 2015), accurate forecasts of the TC–
midlatitude flow interaction are invaluable. A number
of studies indicate that numerical forecast errors result
from the inadequate representation of a diabatically
driven ridge amplification (e.g., Torn 2010; Rodwell
et al. 2013; Gray et al. 2014). Thus, the localization and
quantification of analysis and forecast errors in regions
where the diabatically driven divergent flow during ET
modifies the midlatitude waveguide is planned to be a
key aspect of the North Atlantic Waveguide and
Downstream Impact Experiment (NAWDEX) field
campaign in fall 2016.
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